Clan Maxwell

Clan Maxwell trivia

The Clan Maxwell Society
was organized in 1964 at
Grandfather Mountain,
North Carolina, by a few
Maxwells who had been
meeting informally each year
at the Grandfather Mountain
Highland Games. Our first
President, prominent New
Orleans architect Murvan M.
(Scotty) Maxwell, put
together the framework for what became a nationwide
association of Maxwells and allied families.

Reviresco (translation from Latin: “I flourish” or “I rise
again!”) is the motto of Clan Maxwell.

Today the Society sponsors Clan Maxwell tents at
Scottish festivals throughout the nation, publishes
the House of Maxwell newsletter, maintains an
information-packed website, and sponsors research into
Maxwell-related history.

Our allied families
When the Maxwells were a powerful force on the
western border between Scotland and England, they
were aided by other families in the area, some that were
dependent upon the Maxwells and others who simply
chose to stand with them in battle. Clan Maxwell
proudly includes these allied families, acknowledging
their historical relationship with the Maxwells.
Members of the families listed on the front page of
this brochure are eligible for full membership in the
Clan Maxwell Society.
Applications for Clan Maxwell membership can be
downloaded from our website and are available by
mail on request from:
Clan Maxwell Society
P.O. Box 4061
Mount Holly, NJ 08060
Or email clan.maxwell.co@gmail.com

The plant badge of the Maxwells is rowan.
The Maxwell war-cry or slughorn is “Wardlaw ” or “I bid
ye bid Wardlaw.” Some interpret this as meaning ‘we are
the defenders of the warden’s law’ after the Chief ’s role as
Warden of the Western Marches. Another interpretation
is that “Wardlaw” is a gathering cry. On hearing the cry,
Maxwell’s men would rally at the top of a small hill beside
Caerlaverock Castle called Wardlaw.
There is no such thing as a Maxwell family crest or a
Maxwell family coat of arms, as coats of arms pertaining
to Maxwells you may have seen are owned or were owned
by individuals. The great majority of Maxwells do not own
any arms. The only legal ensign most Maxwells may bear
is the belt and buckle badge, which represents the crest of
the Chief of Maxwell — a stag reclining in front of a holly
bush — surrounded by a belt bearing the Chief ’s motto.
For more information on Clan Maxwell, visit our website
at ClanMaxwellSociety.com or our Facebook page,
Clan Maxwell Society.

Including these allied families:
Adair
Blackstock
Dinwiddie
Dinwoodie
Edgar
Herries
Kirk

Kirkland
Latimore
MacKittrick
Maxton
Monreith
Moss
Nithsdale

Paulk
Peacock
Polk
Pollock
Rawlins
Sturgeon
Wardlaw

The Maxwells
of Scotland
The earliest days of Maxwells are unclear, but history shows a
certain Maccus played a key role in the reigns of Alexander I and
David I of Scotland. This Maccus received a grant of fertile lands
on the Tweed River from David I, lands that included a weil, or
pool, which became known as Maccus’ Weil.
The verifiable, continuing bloodline begins in 1116 when a
man named Herbert who lived at Maccus’ Weil became known
as Herbert de Maccuswel, or Herbert of Maccus’ Weil. His
grandson, Aymer, Sheriff of Dumfriesshire and Chamberlain of
Scotland, changed the spelling of the family name to Maxwell.

Caerlaverock
Caerlaverock Castle was the
Maxwell stronghold near the
Solway Firth in Dumfrieshire. The
only triangular castle in Scotland
and surrounded by a moat, it was
the site of a legendary battle in
1300 when Sir Herbert Maxwell
and 60 loyalists held off a siege
by King Edward I and more than
3,000 English troops. The castle
ultimately fell but was later
restored to Herbert’s son, Eustace,
by King Edward II and continued to
be the family’s seat. Caerlaverock
fell again in 1640 and was partially
dismantled, never again to be
occupied. Its ruins have been
restored and are open to the public
as an historic site maintained by
Historic Scotland, the keeper of
Scotland’s built heritage.

The Maxwells were primarily focused on the Scottish borders
and were among Scotland’s most prominent leaders. The fifth
Lord Maxwell was Great Admiral of Scotland, was nominated
as Regent while King James V was away in France, and escorted
Mary Queen of Scots on her historic return to Scotland in 1538.
The tenth Lord Maxwell became the first Earl of Nithsdale. And
the fifth and last Earl of Nithsdale escaped the Tower of London
in 1715 just before his scheduled execution, one of history’s
boldest escapes.
Maxwells were Ambassadors, Provosts, Lords of Parliament,
Barons and Earls. They accumulated honors and occupied
numerous estates and castles. In later years, Maxwells have made
their mark in every imaginable field, such as Gavin Maxwell’s
famous Ring of Bright Waters literary trilogy and scientist James
Clerk Maxwell’s stature as equal to Albert Einstein and perhaps
the greatest physicist after Newton.
The Border Reivers

Reivers of the 17th century Scottish-English border.

From about 1315 through 1603, there was constant conflict
along the Scottish-English border. The laws of neither country
were effective, so the two governments established Border Law,
dividing the Border into thirds that they called the East, Middle,
and West Marches. Wardens were appointed for each March, and

a succession of Lords Maxwell were Wardens of the Scottish
West March, charged with maintaining order along the western
third of the Scottish-English Border.
This was the era of the Border Reivers, fierce, mounted raiders
in steel helmets (called bonnets) and body armor who elevated
thievery to an art form. Reivers came from all strata of society,
laborers and farmers to nobility, and they stole, kidnapped, ran
protection rackets, and were masters of cattle rustling.
It was up to each march’s Scottish and English wardens to
negotiate settlements and administer justice, and Lord Maxwell
was empowered to act as administrator, inspector, judge, and
executioner. Wardlaw Hill, near Lord Maxwell’s Caerlaverock
Castle, had been a strategic spot since pre-Roman times and
was a gathering spot for Maxwells over the centuries. During
the Border Reiver era it was to spot where Lord Maxwell, as
Warden of the West March, sometimes had to administer
justice at the end of a rope.
For more information on the Border Reivers, read George MacDonald
Fraser’s excellent The Steel Bonnets: The Story of the Anglo-Scottish
Border Reivers, which chronicles the period from 13th century to
the beginning of the 17th, when outlaws and “border lords” reigned
supreme on the contentious frontier between England and Scotland.

